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1. [GUIDEBOOK] [HANGZHOU] Illustrated Guide to Hangzhou with Six Foldout Maps
Hangchow Itineraries Describing the Chief Places of Interest with a Note on the Famous Bore. Fitch, R.
F. Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 1929. Third edition. Contains six narrative itineraries, a special motor trip
into the countryside, a one-day itinerary, and a section on
the Hangchow Bore or Tidal Wave. The wave is said to have
been visible on certain days of the month at the town of
Hai-ning. The first chapter quotes prices for hiring different
kinds of transportation: houseboat $3.50 per day, sedan
chair for first itinerary $1.80, rickshaws 30 cents/hour. Also
interesting for its series of six foldout maps – one for each
of the six main itineraries. Hardcover, 12 illustrations in
green ink. 4.25x6.75inches, plus an index and several pages
of old advertisements at the back. Very good condition with
light wear to cover, SOLD

2. [GUIDEBOOK] [SHANGHAI] Illustrated Guide to Shanghai with Large Foldout Map in Pocket
Shanghai A Handbook for Travellers and Residents to the
Chief Objects of Interest in and around the Foreign
Settlements and Native City. Darwent, Rev. C. E. Shanghai:
Kelly & Walsh, 1920. Second edition, revised and enlarged.
Derwent was the minister of the Union Church in Shanghai.
The guide provides information about the sights of Shanghai
in the text of different routes – and is meant for both tourists
and residents eager to explore the city. The routes include the
International Settlement, the French Settlement, excursions
in the Chinese Quarters, and outside excursions. There is also
information on institutions and associations, clubs,
descriptive and historical information and general tourist
information. With 57 illustrations and a large 17.5x33 inch
foldout map in a pocket in the rear; map is in excellent
condition. Hardcover, 5.5x8.5 inches, 191 pages plus an
index. Good condition, cover shows
some wear; faded along front
edges, spine and back (back
especially), gilt titles rubbed,
binding slightly loose. SOLD

3. [MAP] [GOBI] [TIANJIN] Royal Geographical Society Map Showing Route from Tianjin to Manchuria

Map to Illustrate the Routes of Messrs. Michie & Grant, The former from Tien-tsin to Moukden in
Manchuria, the latter from Peking across the Desert of Gobi to Kiatcha. Published for the Journal of the
Royal Geographical Society by John Murray, Albemarle St., London, 1863. Edwd. Weller,
engraver/lithographer. Color map, 9.25x17 inches (exterior size). With certificate of authenticity from
The Map House, London, where it was purchased in 2006. Very good condition. $100.00

4. [MAP] [NORTHERN CHINA] [MONGOLIA} Royal Geographical Society Map showing Imperial Hunting
Grounds
Route Map of Journey through North China and Inner Mongolia, by Dr. Bushell. Published for the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society by J. Murray, Albemarle Street, 1874. Color map, 8.75x11
inches (exterior size). Shows the Imperial Hunting Grounds, sections of the Great Wall, and Peking.
With certificate of authenticity from The Map House, London, where it was purchased in 2006. Very
good condition. $75.00

5. [MAP] {PEKING} 1862 Map of Peking’s Tartar and Chinese City
The City of Peking, from a Survey by Capt. Bouvier of the French Engineers, 1862. Published for the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society by J. Murray, Albemarle Street, London, 1866. Edwd. Weller,
engraver/lithographer. Color map, 12.75x12 inches (exterior size). Shows the Tartar City, Imperial
Palace, Chinese City and the exterior gates. Very good condition, one professionally repaired closed tear
of two inches, top left. With certificate of authenticity from The Map House London, where it was
purchased in 2006. SOLD

6. [MAP] [PEKING]
Map of Peking with
Illustration of
Tianjin
Plan of the City of
Peking, drawn and
engraved by John
Dower, F. R. G. S.,
London. Published
in The Illustrated
London News, Oct.
13, 1860. Black and
white map with
extensive key, 11x16
inches (page size).
Illustration at the top
of Tien-Tsin, on the
Banks of the Peiho
River. Very good
condition, with
unrelated narrative
on the back side.
$125.00

7. [MAP] [PEKING] Map of Peking and Surrounding Area

Peking and Neighborhood. According to Bretschneider, Mollendorff and Fritsche. Published by J. S.
Virtue & Co., London, c1880 (undated). Color map, 10.5x13 inches (exterior size). Very good condition,
with center fold. With receipt dated 2012 for 240 GBP from Jonathan Potter Antique Maps, London.
$175.00.

8. [MAP] [PEKING] Map of Peking from Crow’s Handbook

Sketch map of Peking, Drawn for Crow’s Handbook for China, c1920 (not dated). Color map, 12.75x12
inches (exterior size). Shows the Tartar City, Imperial Palace, Chinese City, the exterior gates, Legation
Quarter, and temples and missions. Very good condition, with folds. $125.00

9. [MAP] [SHANGHAI] 1930s Tourist Map of Shanghai

Map of Shanghai, China. Shanghai: Navy YMCA, 1938. 10th edition. 13x25.5 inches, printed on card
stock. Map of Shanghai on one side and advertisements for local firms on the back side. The map calls
out major street names, the Chinese City and the
Settlement area, and the old wharfs along the
Bund. A panel lists
places of interest
including hotels,
banks, churches
theatres and so on.
Advertisements on
the back side include
Wing On Department
Store, Nose Dragon Watchmakers and Jewelers, Fourth Marines Club
(“American Service Men Welcome”), tailors and other businesses of interest
to tourists. A panel on the back of the front cover lists American personnel at
the consulate, including C. E. Gauss a career diplomat who was consul general
at the time, the American Chamber of Commerce, the courts, and the YMCA.
The map shows the locations of Shanghai Ford Hire Stations (11) and Silver
Taxi Statins (10) with red stars. Very good condition, with small tape repair to
left center fold. SOLD

10. [MAP] [SHANTUNG] Royal Geographical Society Article and Map on a Journey through Shantung in
1869
Notes on a Journey through
Shantung. Markham, J. London:
Royal Geographical
Society, Read February 20, 1870.
This is an extracted monograph
from the Journal of the Royal
Geographical Society, pages 207230, that has been professionally
bound. With color foldout 11x15-inch map. The map is
entitled "Sketch Map Showing
the Mineral & Silk Districts of the
Province of Shan-tung (China) to
accompany the paper by J.
Markham, Esq., H. M. Consul at
Chefoo." Printed by J. Murray,
Albemarle Street London; Edwd.
Weller, cartographer. Markham made a tour of the province in 1869, visiting principal cities, harbors,
silk-growing districts and industrial areas. Interesting detailed account of the journey, in which he
visited (among others) old cities such as Lai Yang, Kin Kia, the walled cities of Tsi-mi, Che-chuen, Taingan-foo and Wei-hsien, Tsing-chow-fu, Kio-fu-hsien (the city of Confucius, inhabited mostly by his
descendants). Interesting descriptions of temples, agricultural and commercial endeavors such as fruitgrowing, silk, mining of coal and precious gems, potteries, and more. Several
pages of detailed descriptions of important sites around the city of Confucius'
birth. There is also a general account of what travel was like at the time in this
remote area of China – modes of transportation available (horseback, carts or
mule-litters), inns (one might have to share a kang with strangers), safety for a
foreigner, the poor state of infrastructure and more. In modern attractive
binding, all very good-plus condition. $145.00

11. [MAP] [TAKU FORTS] Map showing Tientsin, Peking and the location of the Taku Forts
Map of the Country
Between Pe-king &
the Gulf of Pe-Chili
Showing the
Advance from the
Taku Forts to Peking. R. Weller,
Lithographer.
Engraved by Edw.
Weller, Red Lion
Square, 1863 (not
dated). Mainly
black and white map
with some color,
19.25x13.25 inches
(exterior size). Very
good condition.
Map in two sections
professionally joined
at center. Two
small holes to right
margin, not
affecting printing,
light creases at two
corners, old folds.
$150.00

12. Royal Geographical Society Map of the Yangtze River
[MAP] [YANGTZE RIVER] [ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY] The Yang-Tsze Kiang to illustrate paper by Lord
Colchester & Capt. Collinson, R.N. (Tsung-Ming to Poyang).
Color map, 8x9.5 inches (page size). Published for the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society by John Murray,
Albemarle St., London, 1847. John Arrowsmith,
lithographer. With certificate of authenticity from The
Map House, London, where it was purchased in 2006.
Good condition with small piece missing top right corner
not affecting the printed area. Light professional
reinforcements to areas outside the printed area.
$75.00

13. Map of Section of the Yangtze River from Blakiston Survey

[MAP] [YANGTZE RIVER] Yang-Tsze Kiang from Han-Kow to Ping Shan. Reduced from the large Chart of
which this is the Index from the Survey of Capt. T. Blakiston, R. A. Published by John Arrowsmith, South
Kensington, London 1862. Color map, 10x26.5 inches (exterior size). With certificate of authenticity
from The Map House, London, where it was purchased in 2006. Very good, with center fold. $150.00

